Alignment to the Common European Framework
Fiction Readers Sample Lesson
Early Fluent, Ages 7–8

Build English language proficiency and literacy skills through high-interest, appropriately
leveled original and adapted fiction books. These collections of fiction readers are designed to
stimulate students' interest about the world, broaden their language and reading experiences with
authentic and purposeful opportunities to develop reception, interaction, production,
linguistic, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic language skills.
Students are introduced to a range of genres, including realistic fiction, historical fiction,
adventure, poetry, science fiction, humor, diaries, journals, traditional stories, fables, fairy tales,
biographies, and autobiographies. The books feature increasingly complex vocabulary,
sentence structures, plots, characters, literary devices and illustrations to grow reading and
language skill gradually and appropriately.
Each kit includes:
•

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12–32 pages per book in print and digital formats

•

Teacher’s Guide with lesson plans for each book

•

Assessment Guide provides placement tests, formative and summative assessments in
print and digital formats

•

Digital resources including student reproducibles, Reader’s Theater scripts, and school
and home connection resources

•

Interactiv-eBooks with two activities per book (one comprehension and one writing)

•

Audio recordings of books and supporting Reader’s Theater scripts to build fluency
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Using the Sample Lessons Aligned to the Common European Framework
What Is the Common European Framework?
The Common European Framework is a language development framework that sets
forth the theory and pedagogy for how language develops. It discusses in depth the
language demands in career and society. Through Illustrative Scales, the framework
sets forth language proficiency levels and descriptors for listening, speaking, reading,
and writing and lays out what a language learner needs to be able to know and do in a
breadth of areas of language and contexts. It also outlines methods and
recommendations for teaching language learners. This is not just for English, but
across all languages.
How are the Sample Lessons Aligned?
This sample lesson is meant to demonstrate how all lessons in Fiction Readers can support
instruction within the Common European Framework. The language development opportunities
and language demands in the selected sample lesson shown below and on the subsequent pages
are aligned to the Illustrative Scales from the Common European Framework. The Illustrative
Scale categories that are addressed in each lesson part or section are annotated on the sample
lesson plan. The graphic below shows a lesson part. The yellow boxes show the Illustrative
Scale category and the Reference Level within that scale to which a specific lesson section
aligns. It also includes the page number citation where that Illustrative Scale can be found in the
Common European Framework.
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What Are the Illustrative Scales?
The Illustrative Scales are set
forth as a way to measure of
language proficiency in specific
categories. They are designed
to measure how well an
individual uses language in a
variety of contexts.

The following is the general
global scale used within each
Illustrative scale category.
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Sample Lesson, “This Is the Tower that Frank Built”
Fiction Readers, Early Fluent Ages 7-8

4.1.2, Situations:
Fits within the contexts for the
“Public” domain. (pg. 49)
Throughout Lesson,
Overall Reading
Comprehension,
A2, Can understand
short, simple texts
containing the
highest frequency
vocabulary,
including a
proportion of shared
international
vocabulary items.
(pg. 69)

Throughout Lesson,
Vocabulary Control:
A2, Can control a
narrow repertoire
dealing with concrete
everyday needs.
(pg. 112)

Throughout Lesson,
Overall Written
Production:
A1, Can write simple
isolated phrases and
sentences. (pg. 61)

Throughout
Lesson, General
Linguistic Range:
A2,…Can use basic
sentence patterns
and communicate
with memorized
phrases, groups of a
few words and
formulae about
themselves and
other people, what
they do, places,
possessions,
etc…(pg. 110)

Throughout
Lesson, Overall
Listening
Comprehension:
A2, Can understand
phrases and
expressions related
to areas of most
immediate priority
(e.g. local
geography)
provided speech is
clearly and slowly
articulated. (pg. 66)
Throughout Lesson, Overall Spoken Interaction:
A2, Can communicate in simple and routine tasks
requiring a simple and direct exchange of information
on familiar and routine matters to do with work and
free time. Can handle very short social exchanges but
is rarely able to understand enough to keep the
conversation going of his/her own accord. (pg. 74
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Flexibility:
A2, Can expand
learned phrases
through simple
recombination of
their elements.
(pg. 124)

Throughout Lesson, Listening to Announcements and Instructions:
A2, Can catch the main points in short, clear, simple messages and announcements.
(pg. 67)

Grammar
Accuracy:
A2, Uses some
simple structures
correctly, but still
systematically
makes basic
mistakes...
(pg. 114)

Vocabulary Range:
A2, Has sufficient vocabulary
to conduct routine, everyday
transactions involving familiar
situations and topics. (pg. 112)
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Overall Oral
Production:
A2, Can give a
simple description
or presentation of
people, living or
working conditions,
daily routines,
likes/dislikes, etc.
as a short series of
simple phrases and
sentences linked
into a list. (pg. 58)

Planning:
A2, Can recall and
rehearse an
appropriate set of
phrase from
his/her repertoire.
(pg. 64)

Reading for
Orientation:
A2, Can find
specific,
predictable
information in
simple everyday
materials…
(pg. 70)
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Processing Text:
A2, Can pick out
and reproduce key
words and phrases
ore short sentences
from a short text
within the learner’s
limited competence
and experience.

Sustained
Monologue:
A2, Can describe
everyday aspects of
his/her environment
e.g. people, places,
a job or study
experience…Can
use descriptive
language to make
brief statements
about and compare
objects and
possessions.
Creative Writing:
A2,…Can write short,
simple imaginary
biographies and
simple poems about
people. (pg. 62)

Sociolinguistic Appropriateness:
A2, Can perform and respond to basic language functions
such as information exchange and requests and express
opinions and attitudes in a sample way…. (pg. 125)

Thematic
Development:
A2, Can tell a story
or describe
something in a
simple list of
points. (pg. 125)

Orthographic
Control, A2 Can
copy short
sentences on
everyday
subjects…Can
write with
reasonable
phonetic
accuracy (but not
necessarily fully
standard
spelling) short
words that are in
his/her oral
vocabulary.
(pg. 118)
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Phonological Control: A2, Pronunciation is generally clear
enough to be understood despite a noticeable foreign accent, but
conversational partners will need to ask for repetition from time
to time. (pg. 117)
Listening to
Audio Media
and Recordings:
A2, Can
understand and
extract the
essential
information from
short recorded
passages dealing
with predictable
everyday matters
which are
delivered slowly
and clearly.
(pg. 68)
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4.3.5 Aesthetic uses of language:
The production, reception and performance of literary texts, e.g. reading and writing texts (short
stories, novels, poetry, etc.) and performing and watching/listening to recitals, drama, opera etc.
(pg. 56)
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Orthographic Control, A2 Can copy short sentences on everyday subjects…Can write with reasonable
phonetic accuracy (but not necessarily fully standard spelling) short words that are in his/her oral
vocabulary. (pg. 118)
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Identifying Cues and Inferring:
A2, Can use an idea of overall meaning of short texts and utterances on everyday topics of a concrete
type to derive probable meaning of unknown words in context. (pg. 72)
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